Precipitate strengthening effects toward the improved creep behavior have been investigated in a ferritic superalloy with B2-type (Ni,Fe)Al precipitates. In situ neutron diffraction has been employed to study the evolution of the average phase strains, (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains, interphase lattice misfit, and grain-orientation texture during creep deformation of the ferritic superalloy at 973 K (700°C). The creep mechanisms and particle-dislocation interactions have been studied from the macroscopic creep behavior. At a low stress level of 107 MPa, the dislocation-climb-controlled power-law creep is dominant in the matrix phase, and the load partition between the matrix and the precipitate phases remains constant. However, intergranular stresses develop progressively during the primary creep regime with the load transferred to 200 and 310 oriented grains along the axial loading direction. At a high stress level of 150 MPa, deformation is governed by the thermally activated dislocation glide (power-law breakdown) accompanied by the accelerated texture evolution. Furthermore, an increase in stress level also leads to load transfer from the plastically deformed matrix to the elastically deformed precipitates in the axial direction, along with an increase in the lattice misfit between the matrix and the precipitate phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE Fe-Ni-Al alloys strengthened by B2-type precipitates are candidates for high-temperature (HT) structural applications [e.g., ultra-supercritical (USC) steam turbines] because of their improved resistance to creep, precipitate coarsening, and oxidation, compared to Cr steels at elevated temperatures. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Like c/c¢ Ni-based superalloys, the body-centered-cubic (bcc) Fe-matrix (b) with coherent (Ni,Fe)Al B2-type (b¢) precipitates exhibit a cube-on-cube orientation relationship, providing the possibility of achieving an Fe-based analog to the Ni-based superalloys. However, USCturbine applications need highly creep-resistant structural materials, with a tolerable creep rate of 3 9 10 À11 /s. [6] Subsequent optimization of the creep properties of Fe-Ni-Al alloys requires a fundamental understanding of the deformation micromechanisms, particularly at the local b and b¢ levels. Although mechanical behaviors of single-phase solid-solution ferritic alloys [7, 8] and NiAl intermetallics [9] have been investigated extensively, few studies have explored the HT deformation of two-phase alloy systems with b and b¢ phases present in the constrained state. [1, 2, 5] Neutron diffraction (ND) provides the crucial structural information at mesoscopic scales (less than 1 lm), specifically the accurate determination of lattice strains in differently oriented grains and/or multiple phases. Large beam size and large penetration of neutrons into matters enable the illumination on a substantial quantity of grains, from which structural mechanisms in the bulk can be determined with better statistics. In contrast to the residual stress/strain state measured with ex situ characterization techniques, in situ measurements under loading at high temperatures probe the dynamic latticestrain evolution during deformation. Because diffraction allows the precise determination of interplanar spacings, it can be used to measure the elastic lattice strains. On the contrary, diffraction is not directly sensitive to plastic deformation because the shear strain parallel to crystallographic planes induced by slip deformation cannot be detected directly by diffraction. However, local plastic strain of differently oriented grains is generally incompatible and, thus, is compensated by elastic strains, which create local residual stresses. Therefore, the effects of plastic deformation on the elastic lattice strain can also be revealed by analyzing the measured elastic lattice strain. So far, only a limited number of investigations on the creep and HT tension of multiphase materials has been carried out using in situ ND. These studies have captured the diffraction signatures for plastic deformation micromechanisms successfully from characteristic elastic lattice strains, e.g., variations of slip systems at elevated temperatures, because of dislocations penetration, estimations of the critical resolved shear stress, [11] and constrained thermal-expansion coefficients. [12] Besides the microstructural analog mentioned previously, the elastic stiffnesses of b and b¢ phases in Fe-based superalloys are not expected to differ too much, similar to their Ni-based superalloy counterparts. According to the literature, the Young's modulus of the individual b¢ phase in the unconstrained state is slightly higher than that of the b phase at high temperatures, e.g., 160 GPa for the stoichoimetric NiAl [9] and 145 GPa for a low carbon steel at 973 K (700°C). [13] Moreover, similar to Ni-based superalloys, the b phase is expected to flow plastically during creep, whereas the b¢ phase deform elastically for stresses below the yield stress of the b¢ phase. Strengthening by precipitates has the following two underlying mechanisms: (1) the direct interaction between precipitates and dislocations, which can be revealed by analyzing macroscopic mechanical properties and microscopy characterizations, and (2) the load transfer from the soft matrix to hard particles, which can be inferred from ND lattice-strain measurements. In this work, we present the results of the lattice-strain evolution during tensile creep of a ferritic superalloy at a temperature of 973 K (700°C). The changes in peak profiles during high-temperature deformation are related to average phase strains and (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains to gain insights into the creep-deformation micromechanisms. Interphase and intergranular load partition, which are significant to the strength of material at high temperatures, are inferred qualitatively from the measured lattice strains. Meanwhile, the macroscopic stress dependence on the creep behavior is studied to identify the creep mechanism and the precipitate strengthening caused by the resistance to dislocation motion. It is envisaged that such insights could be combined with finite-element modeling of the creep deformation based on the crystal-plasticity theory in the future.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The nominal composition of the alloy is Fe-12.7Al-10.2Cr-9Ni-1.9Mo-0.14Zr-0.024B in atomic percent (at. pct) or Fe-6.5Al-10Cr-10Ni-3.4Mo-0.25Zr-0.005B in weight percent (wt. pct). The alloy was drop cast and homogenized at 1473 K (1200°C) for 30 minutes, followed by aging at 973 K for 100 hours. The microstructural features of the aged specimen are shown in Figure 1 . The average grain size is~100 lm, and the polycrystalline material is slightly textured. Inside the grain, there is a homogeneous distribution of b¢ precipitates with an average diameter of 130 nm. Screwthreaded cylindrical samples with a gage length of 40 mm and a gage diameter of 6.35 mm were machined. The in situ ND experiments were conducted at the Spectrometer for Materials Research at Temperature and Stress (SMARTS) diffractometer, at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) facility of the Los Alamos National Laboratory. In situ creep experiments were performed in vacuum at 973 K (700°C) under constant load levels. A constant loading rate of 1 MPa/s was applied for loading up to 107 MPa. After the secondary creep is stabilized at 107 MPa, the stress is increased from 107 to 150 MPa. During creep, the macroscopic strain was measured using a high-temperature extensometer over a gauge length of 10 mm within a measurable strain range of 10 pct. The cross-head displacement was used to measure macroscopic strains above 10 pct. The material becomes paramagnetic at 973 K (700°C), and thus, the magnetic contribution to the ND pattern can be ignored. The diffraction geometry of SMARTS provides the lattice-strain information Fig. 1 -(a) Optical-microscopy image showing the average grain size of~100 lm for an aged specimen and (b) dark-field transmission electron microscopy image (using 100 B2 reflection) in the aged specimen, showing b¢ (bright) particles homogeneously distributed in the Fe-based matrix, with an average diameter of 130 nm. [4] parallel and perpendicular to the loading directions (both axial and transverse directions with respect to sample geometry). The neutron data were collected in batches of 5 minutes during the initial 100 minutes of measurements at 107 MPa and in batches of 20 minutes afterward. Diffraction was collected in batches of 5 minutes to capture accelerated lattice-strain changes at 150 MPa. In the ''unloaded'' state, the sample was kept under a tensile stress of 18 MPa for the proper alignment and maintaining vacuum.
Two types of elastic lattice strains [the average phase strain and the (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain] are calculated from ND measurements in the polycrystalline multiphase material. The average phase strain is referred to as the lattice strain of an individual phase volume averaged by all its diffracted aggregates, which represents the bulk behavior of the phase in the constrained state. The average phase strain is determined by the average lattice parameters obtained from a wholepattern Rietveld refinement employing the general structural analysis system (GSAS), [14] using the following formula:
where a 0 is the reference lattice parameter before deformation under an unloaded state (at 973 K and under 18 MPa), and a is the lattice parameter as a function of creep time, for the respective phases. The peak-profile function used for Rietveld refinement is a convolution of two back-to-back exponentials with a Gaussian function. [14] A variety of parameters was incorporated in the refinement, such as the phase weight fraction, spherical harmonics for the texture, and peakprofile parameters. Rietveld analyses provide reasonable values of the average b¢ phase strains with acceptable uncertainties.
The other type of lattice strain reported here is the (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain. It is grain-orientation dependent and described as the average lattice strain accumulated in the diffracted grains whose (hkl) plane normals are parallel to the diffraction vector Q (also denoted as hkl-oriented grains). During deformation of a polycrystalline sample, individual grains with different crystallographic orientations sustain different degrees of strains, depending on the relative orientations between the stress axis and the hkl-crystallographic poles, elastic anisotropy, and plastic anisotropy. [15] Also, because a grain shares its grain boundaries with neighboring grains, additional strains are generated by the intergranular constraints. Under plastic straining, certain plane-specific lattice strains exhibit nonlinear relations with respect to the applied stress. The deviation from the elastic linearity is referred to as the intergranular strain, which is the difference between the measured (hkl) lattice strain and the elastic response of lattice strains at the grain level. The (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain is determined by GSAS single-peak fitting as
where e hkl is the lattice strain in the hkl-oriented grains, d 0 hkl is the reference hkl lattice spacing under the unloaded state [at 973 K (700°C) and under 18 MPa], and d hkl is the hkl lattice spacing as a function of creep time. Because of the low intensities of 222 diffraction peaks, the lattice strains for (222) planes are not reported here. Regarding the SMARTS instrumental configurations, both (hkl) plane-specific strains and average phase strains are measured along the axial and transverse directions with respect to the sample-loading geometry. Note that the reported lattice strains are not absolute because any residual strains induced by fabrication and heat treatment at the unloaded state are ignored.
The local phase strains for b and b¢ inside hkl-oriented grains are not reported in this manuscript. Because of the coherency of precipitates, diffraction peaks at bcc fundamental reflections represent the superposition of the overlapping b and b¢ peaks, which are not resolved clearly. Attempts were made to separate the overlapping b and b¢ peaks at the 200 reflection using least-square methods described in Reference 16, with the knowledge of the 100 b¢ superlattice peak position and the precipitate volume fraction. However, the results are not satisfactory because of the low intensity of the 100 b¢ superlattice peak.
Analogous to the c/c¢ Ni-based superalloys, the constrained lattice misfit between the b and b¢ phases influences the shape and size of b¢ precipitates, their interaction with dislocations, mechanical properties, and creep resistance at high temperatures. Low misfit is beneficial for the coarsening resistance and microstructure stability of precipitates. The lattice-misfit evolution during creep deformation is monitored during the ND measurement and is obtained by the relative latticeparameter difference in the two phases as
where d is the lattice misfit, and a b and a b 0 are the lattice parameters of b and b¢ phases refined by the Rietveld fitting, respectively. Note that the lattice misfit herein calculated describes the volume-averaged value among all the diffracted b grains and b¢ precipitates, rather than the local lattice mismatch between b and b¢ phases inside specific hkl-oriented grains. Lattice misfit as presented in this article is, thus, a measure of the difference in the average phase strains for the two phases and related to residual strain fields in the two phases.
III. RESULTS

A. Macroscopic-Creep Behavior
Macroscopic tensile-creep curves at 973K (700°C) under 107 and 150 MPa are shown in Figure 2 . It is evident from the strain rate vs time plot (Figure 2 (c)) that at 107 MPa, the primary creep is transient (~70 minutes), followed by a short period of the secondary creep for the next~130 minutes and an extended period of the tertiary creep afterward. At 150 MPa, the strain rate increases progressively starting from a minimum value of 2.2 9 10 À5 /s until rupture. Previous studies on similar alloy systems [5, 17] reported that a well-defined steady-state creep regime is barely observed, and an extended tertiary creep follows during tensile creep. Therefore, creep data are interpreted in terms of the minimal creep rate in the current work. Minimal creep rates measured during the in situ experiment are 1.8 9 10 À7 /s and 2.2 9 10 À5 /s at 107 and 150 MPa, respectively. These values are roughly one order of magnitude lower than the reported compressive creep rates in a similar composition with 24 vol pct of precipitates. [2] Figure 3(a) shows the stress dependence of the minimal creep rate for the data measured at SMARTS, together with the tensile-creep rate measured by deadload creep frames at The University of Tennessee laboratory. The fitted slope of the minimal creep rate vs true stress on the logarithm scale characterizes the stress dependence of the minimal creep rates and is referred to as the apparent stress exponent. The value of 7.58 for the apparent stress exponent is slightly lower than reported values around 10 by other investigators. [2, 17] The data point at 107 MPa lies slightly lower than the linear fit, and the difference is within a factor of 2. The minimal creep rate at 150 MPa is appreciably higher than the predicted value by the linear fit. A high magnitude of the apparent stress exponent at low stresses is observed commonly in alloys with secondphase particles, accompanied by a reduced stress exponent at high stresses. In such case, the creep rate can be analyzed using the concept of a threshold stress (or a back stress), whereby a uniform stress exponent and activation energy could be used to elucidate the underlying creep mechanisms throughout the whole stress region. The threshold stress, or the minimal applied stress below which no measurable creep is observed, is indicative of the different particle-dislocation interaction modes. The power-law creep considering the thresholdstress compensation can be described by a phenomenological equation as
where B is a dimensionless constant, n is the stress exponent, D is the effective diffusivity of a controlled element in the matrix, T is the absolute temperature, G is the isotropic shear modulus of the matrix, b is the Burger's vector in the matrix, r a is the applied stress, and r th is the threshold stress. The threshold stress can be determined by the intercept of _ e 1=n vs true stress at a zero stress, as presented in Figure 3 (b). A stress exponent of 3 to 5 is generally selected to obtain the threshold stress. Here, a good fit is achieved with n = 4, and the magnitude of the threshold stress is 46.1 MPa. Previous studies [2, 5] also suggested a fourth-power stress dependence of the steady-state creep rate for compressive and tensile creep in the stress range of 50 to 170 MPa and temperature range of 923 K to 1023 K (650°C to 750°C) for alloys with b' volume fractions up to 37 pct. The observed threshold stress (46.1 MPa) is slightly lower than the reported values of 49 to 57 MPa at the same temperature by compressive creep. [2] It is worthwhile to note that although all the data points for creep rates lie close to the fitted line in Figure 3 (b) for n = 4, the creep rate at 150 MPa is substantially higher. This trend indicates that the creep process is possibly governed by a different mechanism at higher stress levels, which will be discussed in Section IV-A.
B. Temporal Evolution of Average Phase Strains
The typical ND pattern refined by the GSAS Rietveld analysis is exhibited in Figure 4 . Because of the coherency between the precipitates and the matrix, overlapping b and b¢ peaks (e.g., 110, 200, 211, 220, and 310 peaks) were observed as fundamental reflections, whereas low-intensity b¢ peaks (e.g., 100, 111, and 210 peaks) were detected as superlattice reflections. At 973 K and under a tensile stress of 18 MPa (the reference state), the lattice parameters of b and b¢ phases are 2.9034 Å and 2.9040 Å , respecitively. The lattice misfit is 0.0002, as calculated by Eq. [3] . The precipitate volume fraction predicted by the Rietveld refinement is~15 pct, which is in agreement with 18 pct determined by previous analytical electron microscopy and atom-probe tomography analyses. [4] The precipitate volume fraction does not change throughout the creep regime.
The bulk Young's modulus of the material at 973 K (700°C) is 130.5 ± 0.2 GPa, determined from the macroscopic stress-strain curve during tensile loading from 18 to 107 MPa. Macroscopic plastic yielding did not occur during the loading period. The measured bulk Young's modulus (130.5 GPa) is slightly lower than the reported value for a low-carbon steel (145 GPa [13] ) and a NiAl intermetallics (160 GPa [9] ) at 973 K (700°C). The measured value of Young's modulus is verified even more, using a model that incorporates the composition and temperature dependence of the shear modulus l in bcc Fe-based alloys. [18] The data of the Fe-based matrix composition are taken from the previous published results. [4] The Young's modulus for the matrix is then calculated using E ¼ 2 1 þ m ð Þl to be 126 GPa, with Poisson's ratio m of 0.37. The measured Young's modulus of 130.5 GPa for the material shows a 3 pct increase relative to the calculated value of 126 GPa for the unreinforced material.
The temporal evolution of the axial and transverse average phase strains for b and b¢ phases calculated by Eq. (1) are presented in Figure 5 (a). At 107 MPa, the axial phase strains keep approximately constant at 500 to 600 le during primary, secondary, and tertiary creep regimes. Similar phase-strain evolution during creep has been reported in the metal-matrix composites. [19] Simultaneously, in the transverse direction, the compressive phase strains of~400 le develop for the b and b 0 phases during the primary creep and remain constant afterward. Because the average phase strains keep unchanged in the secondary-creep regime, it can be inferred that the load partitioning between b and b 0 phases does not vary throughout the secondary creep. The magnitude of the axial b phase strain is~100 le higher than that of the b¢ phase. In the transverse direction, both strains have roughly the same magnitude, which can be attributed to Poisson constraints on the two phases.
Once the applied tensile stress is raised to 150 MPa, the difference between the b and b¢ axial phase strains jumps to~250 le, as presented in Figure 5 (b). Note that true stress increases with the accumulated macroscopic strain and reduction of the sample cross section, although the applied stress keeps constant at 150 MPa. In the initial 15 minutes of creep, the average phase strains in the axial and transverse directions remain approximately the same. However, a sharp increase of the axial b¢ strain by a factor of 2 (from~550 to~1 100 le) is observed after 25 minutes of creep (at a macroscopic strain of 7 pct). Subsequently, the average phase strain in the matrix shows a steady increase from 850 to 1100 le until the final rupture. The reduced intensity of 100 superlattice peaks made it impossible to determine the b¢ average phase strain with sufficient accuracy in the axial direction after 930 minutes of creep. The large increase in the b¢ strain at 150 MPa cannot be attributed entirely to the increase in the true stress, which could account for a lattice strain change of less than 100 le in the b¢ phase. Instead, this implies the generation of the interphase stresses and consequently a change in the load partition between the matrix and the precipitates, which will be discussed in Section IV-F.
The constrained lattice misfit between b and b¢ phases along the axial and transverse directions are plotted in Figure 6 , as a function of the macroscopic creep strain at 973 K (700°C) and for the two stress levels. In the transverse direction, the misfit keeps almost unchanged throughout the two stress regimes, with an average value of -0.00054. In the axial direction, the misfit remains constant below 5pct macroscopic strain with an average magnitude of 0.00008, followed by a gradual increase beyond a macroscopic strain of 5 pct and ultimately a rapid increase prior to the sample fracture under an applied stress of 150 MPa. The lattice mismatch increases to 0.00049 and 0.00314 along the axial direction corresponding to the macroscopic strains of 7.6 pct and 10.9 pct, respectively. The evolution of the lattice misfit confirms the accumulation of the internal stress between the two phases during creep at 150 MPa.
It is worth noting that the magnitude of the lattice misfit prior to a macroscopic strain of 5 pct is extremely low, suggesting negligible constraint between the two phases. For comparison, the unloaded lattice parameters of b and b¢ phases are 2.8764 Å and 2.8763 Å at room temperature, which amounts to a misfit of only -0.00004. The difference in lattice misfit at room temperature and 973 K (700°C) at the unloaded state can be attributed to the difference in thermal-expansion coefficients of b¢ and b, which is consistent with the reported values are 14.6 9 10 À6 and 15.1 9 10 À6 K
À1
for the pure Fe [20] and NiAl intermetallics, [9] respectively. The measured lattice misfits at room temperature and 973 K (700°C) are within the range of the reported values (-0.0006 to 0.008) at room temperature (RT) in the Fe-Ni-Al alloys. [21] [22] [23] C. Temporal Evolution of (hkl) Plane-Specific Lattice Strain
In a polycrystalline material, the response of differently oriented grains under an applied stress varies because of the effects of the elastic and plastic anisotropies. The elastic anisotropy arises from the fact that the elastic modulus depends on the grain orientation, which is manifested by the difference in the slopes of the applied stress vs (hkl) lattice strain in the elastic region. The origin of the plastic anisotropy is that plastic deformation occurs on certain preferential slip systems, and the sequence of grain yielding relies on the magnitude of the Schmid factor determined by grain orientation. The plastic anisotropy is usually characterized by the nonlinear behavior of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain and the tensile/compressive strain shift, relative to its elastic slope. The examination of elastic and plastic anisotropies is important to understand the interactions between grains of different orientations during creep deformation because they provide a measurement of the internal stress state, even in the plastic region.
The temporal evolution of the (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains for differently oriented grains along the axial and transverse directions are plotted in Figures 7(a) through (d) . At 107 MPa, the gradual increase of 200 and 310 plane-specific lattice strains occur in the primary creep regime, whereas all the (hkl) lattice strains remain constant during secondary and tertiary creep. The transition to constant (hkl) strains corresponds well with the onset of the secondary creep (~70 minutes) (Figures 2(a) and (c) ). Similar trends in the lattice strains during the primary regime of constantload creep have been reported in titanium alloys [24] and c/c¢ Ni-based superalloys. [12] Choo et al. [24] suggested that the creep-induced strain has the same trend as the evolution of (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains during tension. Similarly, our observation is in agreement with the development of (hkl) plane-specific strains in the ferritic steels during room-temperature (RT) tension in the elastic-plastic region characterized by the grainto-grain yielding phenomenon. [25] [26] [27] Specifically, it was reported that the 110 oriented grains yields first because this orientation is preferred for the slip. Subsequently, a load transfer to 200 oriented grains occurs, leading to an increase in 200 lattice strains. [25, 27] Thus, our observation can be interpreted as such: 200 and 310 oriented grains deform elastically and pick up the load from neighboring creeping grains during the primary creep. A subsequent discussion on the grain-level load partitioning during creep deformation is presented in Section IV-C-E. As the stress level is increased to 150 MPa, 110-oriented grains continue to accumulate lattice strains, whereas the other plane-specific lattice strains appear saturated. It has been suggested by different authors that the 211, [28] 110, [28] and 310 [29] planes of bcc steels (textured or nontextured) can be used for macroscopic strain predictions because these lattice strains show a linear response to the applied stress with little influence of residual intergranular strains in both elastic and plastic regions. This is consistent with our observation that for low stresses and macroscopic plastic strains <2 pct, 211-oriented grains mimic the elastic-lattice response of the average phase train in the matrix obtained by Rietveld fitting. However, at a high stress level of 150 MPa and macroscopic strain larger than 2 pct, 211 and 110 stains deviate from the elastic response of the matrix as predicted from Rietveld refinement.
D. Axial Texture Evolution
During tensile deformation, grain reorientation occurs to maintain the geometric compatibility between the neighboring grains, which undergo different degrees of deformation because of the plastic anisotropy. The grain rotation (or reorientation) induced by creep deformation is manifested by texture evolution. The temporal evolution of the normalized integrated intensities for different hkl diffraction peaks along the axial direction is plotted in Figure 8 , which indicates texture evolution during creep deformation. For a specific hkl diffraction peak, the integrated intensity at a certain stress is normalized with respect to the initial integrated intensity value at 18 MPa. It is observed that a preferred orientation in 220 gradually develops, as a function of the creep time at 107 MPa, and the intensity enhances by a factor of 1.1 after 880 minutes of creep. In contrast, at 150 MPa within the 45 minutes of creep, the 220-peak intensity increases sharply by a factor of 1.6, while 200 and 211 peak intensities decrease by approximately 20 to 30 pct. In addition, a slight decline in 310 and 321 peak intensities is also observed. The development of a preferred orientation along 220 is consistent with the fact that bcc materials form a <110> fiber texture under the uniaxial tension deformation. [30, 31] Intensities are observed to vary linearly with plastic strains, as exhibited in Figure 8(b) .
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Creep Mechanisms in the Matrix Phase
A stress exponent n of 4 and the homologous temperature of 0.56 (T/T m where T is the creep temperature of 973 K (700°C), and T m is the melting temperature of 1723 K [1450°C]) provide evidence for power-law creep mechanisms in the Fe-based matrix, during which the diffusion-controlled dislocation climb is the dominant rate-controlling mechanism. This trend is consistent with the findings of previous studies on the same alloy system. [5, 17] However, a significantly higher creep rate at 150 MPa falls outside the range of the linear fit for power-law creep with the stress exponent of 4, as shown in Figure 3(b) . This observation suggests that the deformation mechanism in the matrix at this stress level possibly shifts from a diffusion-controlled dislocation climb power-law creep to a thermally activated dislocation glide mechanism (a power-law breakdown). [32, 33] It is generally accepted that under high stresses when power-law breakdown occurs, the creepstress exponent becomes larger than the corresponding value for the power-law creep. Although only a single data point for creep is measured at stress levels ‡150 MPa, it is indeed striking that the creep rate at 150 MPa is higher by almost an order of magnitude than the fitted line representing the stress dependence at low stresses (Figure 3(b) ). The following discussion provides support for the transition to a thermally activated dislocation glide at higher stress levels. First, it is reported that the transition from the power-law creep to power-law breakdown occurs at a distinct ratio between the minimal creep rate _ e and diffusion coefficient D: _ e=D % 10 À13 m À2 . [34, 35] Taking a self-diffusion coefficient of bcc Fe with D = 2 9 10 À18 m 2 /s, the creep rate at the transition is calculated to be approximately 2 9 10 À5 /s, which compares favorably with the initial creep rate of 2.2 9 10 À5 /s at 150 MPa. Second, the stress level of 150 MPa is close to the critical stress at which transition from the power-law creep to power-law breakdown is observed for heat-resistant ferritic steels (see the deformation mechanism map of ferritic Cr-Mo steels, Figure 8 .7 in Reference 34). Substantially accelerated texture evolution at 150 MPa, as described in Section III-D, indicates a greater contribution of the dislocation glide to the macroscopic creep rate. Overall, this evidence supports that the creep mechanism in the matrix transits from the power-law creep at 107 MPa to power-law breakdown at 150 MPa.
B. Precipitate Strengthening caused by Dislocation-Particle Interactions
The precipitate-strengthening effects with respect to their resistance to the dislocation motion can be studied by the threshold-stress term r th in Eq. [4] . The experimentally observed threshold stress can be correlated to dislocation-particle interactions, based on theories of dislocation looping, dislocation local climb, general climb, and dislocation detachment. Among these mechanisms, dislocation detachment may be ruled out for the studied alloy, as it applies only to incoherent particles. An upper bound of a threshold stress is associated with a dislocation-looping mechanism and is given by the Orowan stress, when dislocations bypass particles by bowing out on the glide plane. The Orowan stress is a function of the shear modulus, precipitate-volume fraction, and particle radius, as described by [36, 37] r OR ¼ 0:81Gb
where k s is the square lattice spacing, r is the particle radius, f is the volume fraction, and m is the Poisson's ratio. Taking m = 0.32, b = 0.2514 nm, G = 46.1 GPa, r = 65 nm, [4] and f = 0.18, the calculated Orowan stress is equal to 188.7 MPa. The ratio of the observed threshold stress (46.1 MPa) to the calculated Orowan stress (188.7 MPa) is~0.24. The ratio of the threshold stress to Orowan stress is 0.3 to 0.5 for the dislocation local climb mechanism, [37] whereas it is approximately an order of magnitude lower for the general climb. [37] It can therefore be concluded that in this alloy, dislocation local climb over particles is the dominant strengthening mechanism for dislocation-precipitate interactions during creep.
C. Intergranular Load Transfer
As reported in Section III-C, the (hkl) plane-specific strains for 200 and 310-oriented grains display a progressive increase along the axial direction during the primary creep at 107 MPa. To achieve a better understanding of the lattice-strain behavior at the grain level during the creep deformation, a one-dimensional isostrain model of two grains with different material parameters is performed to identify qualitatively the lattice evolution at the grain level during the loading and subsequent constant-stress regime. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure 9 . The effects of the loading rate, relative strength of grains, and stress holding time are studied qualitatively through this model. The assumptions made in the model include the following:
= E 2 = E (c) Two grains have the same cross-sectional area, so that the average stress on the grains equals the applied stress, r = (
(d) Grain 1 has a higher reference strength than grain 2, that is,
A power-law creep is employed to describe the ratedependent plastic strain. Hooke's law is used to calculate elastic strain. The total strain rate of one grain due to combined elastic and plastic strains can thus be given by
where _ e 0 is the reference strain rate, which is assumed to be equal for the two grains; n is the stress exponent; and Y is the reference strength, e.g., yield stress. Considering the equilibrium stress rate (assumption 3) and strain rate (assumption 1) combined with Eq. [7] , the following set of two equations are derived as
To simplify the calculation, the parameters are normalized asr ¼ r E ;Ŷ ¼ Y E , andt ¼ t_ e 0 , so that Eqs. [8] and [9] are rewritten in the normalized form as Fig. 9 -Schematic of the one-dimensional isostrain model of two grains.
Equations [10] and [11] 
A model situation is simulated, taking material parameters of Y 1 /E = 0.005, n 1 = 10, Y 2 /E = 0.004, and n 2 = 5. The calculated elastic strain as a function of the normalized loading rate (0.002, 0.02, 0.2, and 2) is exhibited in Figure 10 . The following insights regarding grain-level lattice strains could be gained from the calculations.
D. The Effect of Relative Grain Strength (Y/E)
During loading at a constant stress rate, the grainlevel load-partitioning is governed by the magnitude of the relative strength of grains (the ratio of yield stress over Young's modulus, Y/E) for different grain orientations. In Figure 10 , it is obvious that the drift of the lattice strain during a stress-hold period will follow in opposite directions in the two grains. The direction of the drift depends on the initial ''split'' of the lattice strain during the loading stage. Load tends to transfer from the grain with a lower magnitude of Y/E to the grain with a higher value, which generates a compressive intergranular stress in the soft grain and a corresponding tensile stress in the hard grain.
E. The Effect of Loading Rate and Holding Time
The magnitude of the lattice-strain drift is governed by the normalized loading rate _ r E_ e 0 and the stress-holding time. Qualitatively, it can be observed that a fast loading and a long hold result in a significant amount of the elastic-strain ''relaxation.'' For instance, we pick up the solid curve with a normalized loading rate of 0.2 for grain 1 in Figure 10 . A constant loading rate is applied from OfiAfiB, followed by a stress holding period. The lattice-strain relaxation follows the route of BfiCfiD during this creep period. The final state D actually is equivalent to the initial lattice strain during a stress hold, with a slower loading rate of 0.02. In addition, it is obtained from the calculation that the lattice-strain drifting is transient in the early stage of the stress holding, followed by a constant value as the holding time increases.
The temporal evolution of the (hkl) plane-specific lattice strain during creep measured by ND seems to be in agreement with the trends for the previously mentioned modeling results. The 200 oriented grains are observed experimentally to accumulate tensile lattice strains (Figure 7(a) and Section III-C) and share the load from the neighboring grains, which is consistent with the calculations because 200 grains show a maximal value of Y/E. Similar to the model prediction, the lattice-strain drifting in 200 and 310 oriented grains is transient within the primary creep regime (Figure 7(a) and Section III-C), followed by constant lattice strains during secondary and tertiary creep regimes. Although a concurrent decrease in other (hkl) lattice strains is not obvious from the limited resolution of the ND data, the difference among the different (hkl) plane-specific lattice strains during constant-load creep is clearly apparent.
F. Interphase Load Transfer
At a high stress of 150 MPa, a drastic increase of the b¢ average phase strain along the axial direction is observed, as shown in Figure 5(b) , along with a concurrent increase in the lattice misfit, as shown in Figure 6 . The average phase strains as a function of the true stress are also plotted in Figure 11 to show this trend clearly above 150 MPa. The observed trend indicates that there is a load transfer from the plastically deformed matrix to the elastically deformed precipitate. In Figure 11 , shortly after the jump of the b¢ phase strain, there is an obvious decrease of the instantaneous gradient for the true stress vs phase strain curve in the matrix along the axial direction, implying hardening of the matrix during subsequent plastic deformation. However, compared with the matrix, the precipitatephase strain shows a shallower slope with respect to the true stress, which verifies that more load is partitioned to the precipitate phase. It can be inferred that as a result of the interphase load partitioning, the precipitates are under a tensile stress, whereas the matrix is under a compressive stress.
The degree of load sharing between the matrix and precipitates at high temperatures is characterized by the misfit between the two phases, which depends on (1) the combined influence of the elastic moduli and plastic misfit of the two phases and (2) stress relaxation. Stress relaxation refers to local inelastic processes (e.g., the plastic relaxation, diffusional relaxation, and particle breakage or debonding) that reduce the load transfer caused by elastic and plastic misfits. Because the two phases have similar elastic moduli, major contributions to the load transfer should come from the plastic misfit and stress relaxations, although it is not possible to identify in detail the different mechanisms involved from the ND data alone. Plastic misfit is associated with the difference of the critical resolved shear stresses in the two phases, which governs the sequence and the required applied stress for yielding. The high antiphase boundary energy of the precipitates, e.g., an experimentally determined lower limit of 500 mJ/m 2 on {110} planes of NiAl intermetallics, [9] prevents dislocations from penetrating into the precipitates. Consequently, it can be inferred that the plastic deformation through the dislocation slip occurs mainly in the matrix, whereas the precipitates largely remain elastic. However, even though the precipitates remain elastic, dislocations can bypass particles by diffusion-assisted climbing, which would lead to the local misorientation in the precipitates. Such misorientation of precipitates because of the inhomogenerous dislocation-strain field will cause peak broadening for the diffraction peaks corresponding to the b¢ phase. It is indeed observed that in the late stage of creep deformation at 150 MPa, the peak intensity of the 100 superlattice peak decreases and its peak width increases.
It was reported in metal-matrix composites that stress-relaxation mechanisms can cause the less efficient load transfer from the matrix to the reinforcement at increased temperatures. [19, 38] However, the stress-relaxation mechanism is not likely to dominate the load transfer at 150 MPa and 973 K (700°C), considering the observed load partition between two phases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The following micromechanisms could be determined for creep deformation in the (Ni,Fe)Al-strengthened ferritic superalloy at 973 K (700°C) from macroscopicstrain measurements and in situ ND. At a low stress level of 107 MPa, the material undergoes power-law creep, which is dominated by the dislocation climb as a rate-controlling factor. Although b and b¢ average phase strains and lattice misfit remain essentially constant during the primary and secondary creep, load transfer occurs at the intergranular level along the axial direction during the primary creep, with increased load sharing by 200 and 310 oriented grains. The experimentally observed grain-level lattice stain evolution is in agreement with the predictions of an isostrain two-grain model, which indicates a transient increase in the lattice strains during primary creep. At a high stress level of 150 MPa, the creep-deformation mechanism shifts to a power-law breakdown governed by a thermally activated dislocation glide, along with the accelerated development of 110 grain orientation texture along the axial direction. During this regime, load is transferred from the plastically deformed matrix to the elastically deformed precipitates.
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